Introduction
============

Metastatic breast cancer accounts for the most death for women with an overall 5-year survival rate of approximate 24% [@B1]. Although current systemic treating approaches such as chemotherapy and target therapy have significantly improved the survival rate of patients, more improvements in therapeutic strategies are desirable towards alleviating the cancer-related symptoms, improving patients\' life qualities, as well as extending their survival periods. Recently, thermal therapies including thermal ablation (\> 60°C) and cryosurgery have emerged as intervention strategies and been applied as alternative or adjuvant clinical treatments on metastatic breast cancer, taking advantages of their minimal invasiveness, local targeting and less side effects [@B2], [@B3]. The cryo/thermal ablation therapy, a combinatorial variant of the thermal strategies, was reported to generate maximal destruction and larger ablation zones [@B4], [@B5], considerable decrease of tumor recurrence [@B6] and a complete tumor regression rate of 41%, providing a superior approach over thermal ablation or cryosurgery alone [@B7]. Our group has been working on a novel cryo/thermal system for years [@B8], [@B9] and previously reported its application for metastatic breast cancer treatment in animal models. By combinatorial usage of liquid nitrogen and radio frequency, this system incurs a rapid temperature shift between freezing (-20 °C) and heating (50°C) on local primary tumors and thereby delivers a promising therapeutic efficacy with an increased survival rate (60%-70%), free-recurrence and significantly reduced metastasis (70%) [@B10]-[@B12].

Hyperthermia or cryosurgery alone was previously reported to induce tumor cell death via cell membrane destruction, cytotoxicity and coagulative necrosis [@B13], activating a concomitant immune response [@B14], [@B15]. Nevertheless, the biological mechanism has not been comprehensively studied. In the past,, we indicated that cryo-thermal therapy increased the damage region of tumor, and led to severe destruction of tumor blood vessels [@B8], [@B16]. Furthermore, we observed an increased local induction of Th1 type cytokines and recruitment of CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T lymphocytes [@B10], [@B17], while the accumulation of immunosuppressive lymphocytes were drastically reduced [@B10], [@B18]. However, cryo-thermal therapy appears to induce more systematic and profound responses *in vivo*, which therefore appeals for a comprehensive and system-wide analysis towards better understanding the anti-tumor mechanism at a molecular level.

Mass spectrometry based proteomics provides such a powerful tool to systematically study protein proprieties and profiles in a complex biological system [@B19]. To date, high throughput proteomics involves two main strategies. The first is referred as "shotgun" or "discovery" proteomics characterized by data-dependent acquisition (DDA) on mass spectrometer, allowing detection of thousands of proteins per analysis. The other is called "target" proteomics, which permits reproducible quantification of targeted proteins in large scale samples (*e.g.* clinical samples). Among the target proteomics approaches, selected reaction monitoring (SRM) is the first generation and stands as the golden standard so far, which was successfully applied in clinical biomarker discovery [@B20]. Recently, a new targeted method, called parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), operated in the high resolution and high mass accuracy spectrometers (*e.g.* Q-Exactive) provides an alternative to SRM [@B21], [@B22]. Different from SRM, in which fragments per peptide (termed as transitions) are monitored once at a time, PRM allows simultaneous monitoring of all transitions as a full MS/MS scanning profile and thus provides an enhanced selectivity and confidence in quantitation of each analyzed target protein [@B23].

As a primary component of circulatory system, serum is the major reservoir of thousands of proteins secreted or "leaked" from a broad spectrum of cells and tissues. Proteome changes in serum well reflect the host response to physiological and pathological perturbation. Therefore, serum is regarded as a good window for systematic investigation of the therapeutic responses using proteomics. However, the extreme complexity and huge dynamic range (over 10 orders of magnitude) of serum significantly restricted its application in proteomics via mass spectrometry [@B24]. Recently, specific focus on N-linked serum glycoproteins has been demonstrated as an effective way to reduce serum complexity, maximize the detective dynamic range and improve the efficiency of low abundant proteins measurement [@B25]. Moreover, numerous evidences support that alteration in glycoprotein abundance and glycan composition are closely associated with aberrant physiological state, such as cancer and other infectious diseases [@B26]-[@B28].

In this study, we applied cryo-thermal therapy on a highly malignant murine 4T1 breast cancer xenograft model. Serum samples underwent therapy or in control were comprehensively analyzed by shotgun proteomics following N-glycopeptides enrichment, iTRAQ-labeling, and off-gel fractionation. Subsequently 23 glycoproteins were further selected for validation using PRM technique in a total of 94 enriched serum samples over 8 time points. We found that cryo-thermal therapy reshaped the tumor chronic inflammatory microenvironment to an "acute" phenotype, which played a key role to hamper immunosuppression and recover the host anti-tumor immunity. Moreover, the magnitude of "acute" and "danger" signals could determine the efficacy of anti-tumor immunity. The study allowed us to dissect the network of protein changes associated with the cryo-thermal therapeutic efficacy, thus deepening our understanding of its mechanism at the molecular level, and providing insights and guidance to improve this cancer treatment with better therapeutic effects.

Experimental Procedures
=======================

Animal experiments
------------------

### Cell culture

4T1 mouse mammary tumor cell line was obtained from Shanghai First People\'s Hospital (Shanghai, China). Cells were maintained in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle\'s Medium (DMEM; GE Healthcare, Logan, UT ) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gemini Bio-Products, West Sacramento, CA ), 100 units/ mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO~2~ incubator.

### Xenograft breast tumor model and cryo-thermal / cryo- / hyperthermia therapy

Pathogen-free female Balb/c mice (4 weeks old) were obtained from Shanghai SLAC Laboratory Animal Co., Ltd., and housed at constant temperature and humidity with a 12-h light cycle. All animals were allowed food and water *ad libitum*until \~20 *g*before experiments (approximately 6-week old). All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of Shanghai Jiao Tong University.

Tumor was induced by injection of 5×10^5^ 4T1 cells subcutaneously into the right dorsal region of mouse and received cryo-thermal therapy 3 weeks later, reaching the size of \~10 mm in diameter. Cryo-thermal therapy was performed using a modified protocol [@B11]. Briefly, a thermocouple was inserted to the bottom of tumor to monitor the local temperature in real time. Firstly, tumor was rapidly frozen to -20 °C by liquid nitrogen and maintained for 5 min. Subsequently, liquid nitrogen was turned off and frozen tumor was recovered naturally to 8 °C. Finally, radiofrequency (460 kHz) was introduced to heat the tumor (10 min, 50 °C). Afterwards, mice under cryo-thermal or no treatment as controls were kept for survival rate observation. Tumor volume was monitored and measured by the length (L), width (W) and height (H), and calculated as V=π/6×L×W×H. Lungs were harvested and fixed in Bouin\'s solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). For time course proteome analysis, another group of mice were kept for another 2 h, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 21 and 28 days post therapy, respectively and mice left untreated were taken as control with matching time points. In addition, 8-week-old healthy mice were taken as "healthy group". Plasma from each mouse was taken for proteomic analysis.

For cryotherapy, tumor was rapidly frozen to -20 °C by liquid nitrogen and maintained for 15 min. For hyperthermia therapy, radiofrequency (460 kHz) was introduced to heat tumor (15 min, 50 °C). Sera were collected 2 days post therapy.

Sample preparation for proteomics analysis
------------------------------------------

### Serum N-glycosylated peptides capture

Plasma was left to be clotted (30 min, 25°C) and centrifuged (500 *g*, 10 min, 4 °C) and the supernatant (serum) was collected. Prior to glycopeptide capture, serum in each condition (n=5\~8) was pooled to minimize the individual variance. Serum concentration was determined using BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA).

Subsequently, 25 µL of each pooled sample was processed and subjected to glycopeptide capture. Briefly, samples were first diluted to 100 µL with 0.1 M NH~4~CO~3,~and denatured with 50% TFE (Trifluoroethanol)/0.1% SDS (30 min, 55 °C). Samples were reduced with 8 mM TCEP (30 min, 55 °C) and alkylated with 12 mM iodoacetamide (30 min, 25 °C) in the dark (all of the reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Samples were then diluted with 0.1 M NH~4~CO~3~to a final concentration of 5% TFE and digested overnight at 37 °C with sequencing grade modified trypsin (1/50, w/w; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). After digestion, samples were acidified with 1% formic acid to quench the reaction and desalted on C18 reverse-phase spin columns according to the manufacturer\'s instructions (100 mg, Waters, Milford, MA), dried under vacuum to \~ 100 µL before glycopeptide capture.

N-glycopeptide capture procedure was carried out according to a published protocol [@B25] with a slight modification. Briefly, desalted peptides were treated with 10 mM sodium periodate (30min, 25°C ,dark) to oxidize the cis-diol groups on glycans. The oxidized glycopeptides were then coupled to hydrazide resin (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) by the reaction of aldehyde groups. The extensively washes were performed to remove non-glycosylated peptides with three times of 1 mL of 8M urea/0.1% SDS, 1.5 M NaCl, 80% ACN, Milli-Q H~2~O and 50mM NH~4~CO~3~. N-glycopeptides were then released by PNGase F (New England Biolab, Ipswich, MA).

### iTRAQ labeling and off-gel electrophoresis

iTRAQ labeling was carried out using iTRAQ reagent 8-plex kit (Sciex, Framingham, MA) according to the manufacturer\'s introduction. Cleaved N-glycopeptides were desalted, dried and labeled with different isobaric tags (2 h, 25°C) and quenched by Milli-Q water. Labeled peptides from multiple time points were assigned to three groups and mixed ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2C). N-glycopeptides enriched from healthy sera (n=8) were labeled with 119 tag and evenly assigned to three groups as global reference ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2C). Formally N-glycopeptide mixtures were separated by OFFGEL fractionation (24 wells, 3-10 pI strips) in a 3100 OFFGEL fractionator (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) according to the manufacture\' s instructions. Afterwards, peptide mixtures were collected from each well and pooled into 8 different fractions (A: 1-3; B:4-6; C:7-9; D:10-12; E:13-15; F:16-18; G: 19-21; H: 22-24). Fractions were desalted on C18 columns (50 mg, Waters, Milford, MA), dried under vacuum and dissolved in 0.1% formic acid prior to data-dependent LC-MS/MS analysis.

LC-MS/MS acquisition
--------------------

### Shotgun data-dependent acquisition (DDA) MS

Approximately 0.5 µg of glycopeptides from each fraction were separated in a 2-h gradient on a 15-cm long (75 µm inner diameter) PicoFrit Self-Pack Column (360 µm OD, 75 µm ID, 15 µm Tip, New Objective, Woburn, MA) packed in-house with 3 µm 200 Å C18 particles (Dr. Maisch GmbH). Reverse phase chromatography was performed with an EASY-nLC 1000 ultra-high-pressure system, which was coupled to an Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer interfaced with a nanoelectrospray ion source (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA). Peptides were loaded to a trap column (150 µm× 12 mm) at 10 µL/min with solvent A (0.1% (v/v) formic acid) and eluted with a linear 120-min gradient of 2% to 35% solvent B (0. 1% (v/v) formic acid, acetonitrile) at a flow rate of 300 nL/min. After each gradient, the column was flushed with 80% solvent B for 10 min and equilibrated with 2% buffer B for another 20 min. MS data were acquired with a shotgun proteomics method, where in each cycle, a full scan was acquired at a resolution of 30,000 at *m/z* 400 with a mass range of 380-1600 *m/z*. Up to 15 most intense precursor ions with charge ≥2 were selected with an isolation window of 2 Da and subsequently fragmented by higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) with normalized collision energy of 40%. The MS/MS scans were acquired at a resolution of 15000 at m/z 400 with fixed first mass of 100 Da. The precursor ions were dynamically excluded from reselection for 60 s, and the exclusion list size was 500. Peptides in each fraction were analyzed for two technical replicates. Additionally, to evaluate the efficiency of N-glycopeptide capture, prior to the iTRAQ labeling and fractionation, glycopeptides extracted from each pooled sera were analyzed on the Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer, respectively.

### Target analysis by Parallel reaction monitoring (PRM)

The targeted quantification and verification were carried out in 94 serum samples with 5\~6 mice in each condition without pooling, across 8 time points. 23 proteins were selected with 1\~4 peptides, resulting in 33 precursors in total ([Additional File 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1). Glycopeptides were enriched as above and one of the angiotensin peptides was spiked in as the standard reference. PRM analysis was performed by Q-Exactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) with the same 2 h LC gradient setting as above. The MS acquisition mode was a combination of two scan events: a full scan and a time-scheduled scan. The full scan was taken at a resolution of 70000 at m/z 200 with a scan mass range of 200 to 1800 m/z, a target (AGC) of 1e6 and maximum injection fill time is 200 ms. The scheduled scan was employed at a resolution of 35000 at m/z 200, a target AGC of 5e5, and maximum injection fill time is 105 ms. The precursor ion of each target peptide was isolated with 2 Da window. The elution time window was set as +/- 5 min. Precursor ions were fragmented with normalized collision energy of 27%. The complete data acquisition took 15 days of mass spectrometer time.

Computational MS data analysis
------------------------------

### Shotgun data dependent MS

MS raw files from DDA acquisition were analyzed by the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline software suite (TPP, Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, WA) (version 4.7.0). Raw files were first converted to centroid mzXML and MS/MS spectra acquired were searched with comet (version 2.0) against a combined UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and UniProtKB/VarSplic mouse database downloaded [@B29] with reversed sequences. Common contaminants [@B30] were included. Searching parameters were used as follows: precursor ion mass tolerance: ±10 ppm; fragment ion mass tolerance: 0.02 Da; semi-tryptic termini and two missing cleavages were allowed; fixed modification: carbamidomethylation (C); isobaric modification of lysine and peptide N-terminal residue; dynamic modification: oxidation (M) and deamidation (N). Searching results were further processed with PeptideProphet and ProteinProphet embedded in TPP. False discovery rate (FDR) for protein was set to 0.01. Isobaric labeling quantification was performed by LIBRA integrated in TPP and only unique N-glycopeptides with a PeptideProphet score ≥ 0.85, corresponding to an FDR \<0.01 were considered for N-glycosylated protein quantification. The efficiency of glycopeptide capture was carried out and measured as the percentage of peptides with NXS/T sequence motif (X represents any amino acid residue except proline) in total peptides and corresponding glycosites were checked in Uniprot manually. The shotgun mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium [@B31] via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD003136.

### PRM MS analysis

MS raw data acquired from target proteomics analysis was searched with SEQUEST integrated in Proteome Discover (version 1.4, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) against the same database and search parameters described above. Peptide probabilities were calculated by the Percolator algorithm in Proteome Discover and false discovery rate was set to 0.01. The generated .msf file was used to create a library in Skyline (version 3.1.0) [@B32] and the cut-off score was set as 0.90. The target precursors list was then uploaded to Skyline and the 6 most intense product ions matching the library were selected as transitions. Peak picking was manually checked and corrected according to the transitions, retention time, mass accuracy and MS/MS spectra. The area under curve (AUC) of each transition was extracted and exported to Excel for further data analysis.

Bioinformatics analysis and statistics
--------------------------------------

### Shotgun MS data normalization

For shotgun MS data, the intensities of reporter ions were used as a proxy of protein abundances. Each protein\'s abundance was divided by its channel\'s global reference and the median value was obtained and centered to 1 to equalize the intensities between runs [@B33]. After normalization, we assessed the correlation of technical replicates for each sample, which well fit a line with an average R^2^ of 0.875 ([Additional File 2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S2). In this case, protein\'s abundances from two technical replicates were acquired and averaged to improve the quantification accuracy.

For PRM MS data, each sample\'s average base peak intensity was extracted from the full scan acquisition using RawMeat (version 2.1, VAST Scientific, [www.vastscientific.com](http://www.vastscientific.com)). The normalization factor for sample N was calculated as *f~N~*= the average base peak intensity of sample N/the median of average base peak intensities of all samples. The AUC of each transition from sample N was multiplied by this factor. After normalization, the AUC of each transition was summed to obtain AUCs at the peptide level. Relative protein\'s abundance was defined as the intensity of a certain peptide.

### Statistical analysis

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis was handled in R package with default parameters for distance and similarity calculation. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis platform (IPA, QIAGEN Redwood City, [www.qiagen.com/ingenuity](http://www.qiagen.com/ingenuity)) was used to analysis the enriched pathways and functional annotation. Other statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad prism 5 (version 5.01, San Diego, CA). Data were presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). A two-sample, two-side student t-test was applied to compare the difference between the mean values of two groups. Two-way ANOVA was used for multiple groups\' comparison with Bonferroni post-test.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for interleukin-6 (IL-6) assessment
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IL-6 level in serum was measured by ELISA using commercial kits (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Serum samples were collected 2, 24, 48 and 264 h after treatment. Triple biological and two technical replicates were performed. Expression level was compared to that of mice untreated.

Neutralization of IL-6 *in vivo*
--------------------------------

Mice injected with 4T1 cells were treated as described above. 100 μg of mouse anti-IL-6 Ab or control rat IgG Ab (Sanjian, Tianjin, China) was intraperitoneally injected to mice 3 and 24 h post cryo-thermal therapy. Mice were sacrificed 2 days post therapy and serum was collected.

Western blot analysis of acute phase proteins
---------------------------------------------

Sera from different therapeutics (cryo-thermal /cryotherapy/hyperthermia/no treatment) and IL-6 neutralization were collected 2 days post therapy and subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE gel. Protein amount was evaluated with Ponceau S (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Target proteins were immunoblotted with specific Abs as following: anti-APCS, anti-ORM1 (1:500, Absci, Baltimore, MD) and anti-HP (1:500, Proteintech, Rosemont, IL). Each protein was analyzed on three independent mice with three technical replicates. Blots were evaluated with Quantity One 1-D (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Results are expressed as relative pixel intensity normalized with control group.

Quantitative reverse transcription-PCR
--------------------------------------

Real time PCR was applied to examine the level of IL-6 within primary tumors and IL-12, IFN-γ within spleens. 24 h or 3 days after therapy, primary tumors or spleens were harvested and homogenized with gentle MACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec Technology, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). RNA was extracted in Trizol (Invitrogen^TM^, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) reagent and reverse transcribed to cDNA using Superscript III (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. β-actin was used as the control transcript. Primer sequences used were as follows:

IL-6-FW5\'-GACAAAGCCAGAGTCCTTCAGAGAGATACAG-3\';

IL-6-RV5\'-TTGGATGGTCTTGGTCCTTAGCCAC-3\';

IL-12p40-FW5\'-TGGTTTGCCATCGTTTTGCTG;

IL-12p40-RV5\'-ACAGGTGAGGTTCACTGTTTCT;

IFN-γ-FW5\'-CCATCCTTTTGCCAGTTCCTC;

IFN-γ-RV5\'-ATGAACGCTACACACTGCATC;

β-actin-FW5\'-CATGTACGTTGCTATCCAGGC-3\';

β-actin-RV5\'-CTCCTTAATGTCACGCACGAT-3\'.

Difference in expression of IL-6, IL-12 and IFN-γ compared to mice untreated was determined by calculating the fold change in expression (2^-ddCT^).

Flow cytometry
--------------

Spleens were extracted after therapy and mechanically homogenized with gentle MACS Dissociator to obtain a single-cell splenocyte suspension. Erythrocytes were removed with 1× red blood lysis buffer (1.5 mM NH~4~Cl, 120 mM NaHCO~3~, 1 mM Na~2~-EDTA). Single-cell suspensions were stained with the following Abs: FITC-anti-mouse-CD3, PE-anti-mouse-CD4, APC-anti-mouse-CD8, PerCP-Cy5.5-anti-mouse-CD26, Alex fluor 488-anti-mouse-CD11c, PerCP-Cy5.5-anti-mouse-MHCII, PE-anti-mouse-CD86, PE-anti-mouse-Gr1 and FITC-anti-mouse-CD11b. Abs were obtained from eBioscience (San Diego,CA) and BioLegend (San Diego, CA). Samples were measured with FACSAria II (BD Biosciences, Mountain View, CA) and analyzed using FlowJo analysis software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).

Results
=======

Cryo-thermal therapy significantly improved cancer survival rate and reduced metastasis
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In present study, we applied cryo-thermal therapy on spontaneous metastasis murine breast cancer xenograft model to examine its efficacy (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A; Materials and Methods). 21 days post tumor inoculation, metastases started to be observed in lungs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D).

In this situation, 14 mice underwent cryo-thermal therapy and 14 without treatment as the control. Healthy mice were taken as "normal" group. In mice treated, significantly prolonged survival rate (64%) was achieved, however, all of the untreated mice died within 50 days after tumor inoculation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Tumor growth concomitant with high mortality was observed in untreated group, indicating its poor prognosis, whereas in therapeutic group, tumor shrank immediately after therapy, scared over time and consequently healed without tumor recurrence (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C, [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1). Moreover, dramatic increase of metastasis was observed in control mice accompanied by severe lung swelling. By contrast, metastasis was extensively limited or undetectable after therapy, and meanwhile lung\'s volume was similar to that of healthy mice (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). Taken together, these results suggested that local cryo-thermal therapy provided a promising strategy to hamper primary tumor progression, eradicate or attenuate the development of distant metastasis, and therefore contributed to a good outcome of survival.

Shotgun proteomics identification and quantification of serum glycosylated proteins
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To comprehensively investigate the underlying tumor suppression mechanisms by cryo-thermal therapy, a time course study over 8 time points was carried out to compare the serum proteome changes between post- and non-treatment mice (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Serum samples under each condition (n=5\~8) were pooled and analyzed using iTRAQ-based quantitative proteomics technology focusing on N-linked glycoproteome [@B25]. By applying the hydrazide chemistry to specifically enrich N-glycosylated proteins, more than 90% of the identified peptides, corresponding to 96% glycoproteins under each condition contained the N-glycosylation signature of NXS/T motif, suggesting a high specificity of the enrichment in serum samples ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2A and B). In total, we identified 3002 unique peptides corresponding to 308 proteins at a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1% (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A left panel, [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2D left panel, [Additional File 3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S3). By projecting these identified proteins into the published Peptide-Atlas database [@B34], we found that their detectable dynamic range was largely enhanced (7 vs 4 orders of magnitude in crude plasma[@B35]), with the minimal detection level of ng/mL (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Of the identified proteins, 241 were annotated as N-glycoproteins, 231 of which were quantified (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A right panel, Figure S2D right panel, [Additional File 4](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S4). We analyzed the subcellular localization of the 231 quantified proteins and there were 118 (51%) and 59 (26%) proteins categorized as "extracellular" and "plasma membrane" respectively ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3A), which fit well with the properties of glycoproteins and is consistent with the composition of serum system. To better profile the proteome change in response to cryo-thermal therapy, protein ratios between treated and untreated mice were calculated and transformed to the logarithm scale which fitted a normal distribution (Figure S3B). Proteins with ratios outside the range of mean ± 2σ at one or more time points were considered as significant proteins in the following data mining. Overall, a total of 53 significant glycoproteins were determined across the entire time course, and 11 on average were obtained for each time point ([Additional File 5](#SM5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S5)

Acute phase response was the most enriched pathway in response to cryo-thermal therapy
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After obtaining 53 proteins significantly changed during the time course, we first performed an enriched pathways analysis using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software to reveal the significantly affected canonical pathways. Acute phase response (p value = 3.64E-06) was the most enriched pathway. Interestingly, all of the significant proteins were elevated on the 2^nd^ day post therapy ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S4A). However, such up-regulated expression turned to be down-regulated (Figure S4B) on the last two days.

Quantitative time course measurement of induced proteome changes
----------------------------------------------------------------

Next, to get a better visualization of a global proteome change over the time course, we performed an unsupervised hierarchical clustering according to the logarithm ratios on 34 significant proteins with no missing values. As shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A, hierarchical clustering distinguished the proteome to early and late response, in which before day 2, they appeared to be similar in expression patterns, however, at the other six time points, they showed a markedly distinct profile. Such differential expression revealed that the overall response to cryo-thermal therapy was time-characterized. In addition, proteins were hierarchically clustered into 4 groups, annotated with different biological functions. Besides the \'acute phase response\' in cluster \'c\', proteins contained in cluster \'a\' were mostly up-regulated during the late time points. They are broadly associated with tumor progression. Proteins grouped in cluster "b" are mostly involved in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. These proteins were commonly unchanged in the early time periods while elevated on the 28^th^ day. Proteins clustered in \'d\' were partially associated with leukocyte movement, and they are mostly down-regulated during the late stage.

Overall, the integrated analysis of pathway and supervised clustering revealed that cryo-thermal therapy induced diverse biological responses and they were time-dependent. In terms of the timeframe, acute phase response was the first-end event, encompassing all of the biological responses. These findings implied that acute phase response played an important role in modulating tumor progression and carbohydrate/lipid metabolism (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Target proteomics investigating the function of acute phase response in anti-tumor activity
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To better understand how acute phase response acts in the anti-tumor activity, PRM based targeted proteomics validation on significant proteins was carried out in the following study. 5-6 mice under treated or control condition over 8 time points from the same sample as shotgun proteomics were analyzed, ending up with a total of 94 serum samples. Peptides used for target analysis were selected from previous shotgun proteomics via the following criteria: 1) N-glycosylated with fully tryptic termini, 2) commonly detected across all samples, and 3) doubly charged preferred. As a quality control, we spiked a commercially available standard angiotensin peptide in each enriched sample to evaluate the instrument performance. [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S5 showed that most of the coefficient variances (CV) of the angiotensin intensity under each condition were below 20%, and the CV value among different conditions was 22%, suggesting a good performance of instrument operation. Relative protein abundance of treat and untreated mice were expressed as fractions of the normalized value of the healthy mice which was set to 1 (base line). This PRM-based target analysis allowed us to conduct comprehensive validation of proteins in multiple biological replicates without pooling, which is not suitable for traditional approaches as western blot and ELISA, due to limitations from time-consuming and antibody dependence.

Cryo-thermal therapy induced an "acute" phase response
------------------------------------------------------

First, we performed PRM analysis upon significant proteins involved in acute phase response, namely APCS, HP, ITIH3, ORM1, ORM2, ORM3, and PRG4, and they are defined as acute phase proteins (APPs). ORM2 and HP were quantified with an identical significant pattern as shotgun proteomics. Proteins such as ORM1, ORM3, APCS, ITIH3 and PRG4 were found to be significantly regulated at more time points in PRM analysis ([Additional File 6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S6, Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

These proteins revealed a remarkable difference between treated and control mice. In particular, in control mice, these proteins persistently expressed at a significantly higher level than healthy mice and rapidly elevated to peak during the late stage of tumor development. A similar high expression was observed in treated mice 2 h post therapy, however, such expression peaked on the 2^nd^ day, much higher than that of the control mice. Notably, the peak expression was transient (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S6A). Although termed as "acute", such response could turn into chronic upon persistent stimuli [@B36]. In this case, the persistent expression of APPs indicated that mice without treatment were involved in a long lasting inflammatory environment during tumor development. By contrast, cryo-thermal therapy rapidly drove a much stronger, but "acute" inflammatory response, breaking the chronic environment. Additionally, chronic inflammation is characterized by the disrupted leukocyte trafficking at inflamed sites [@B37]. In our study, SELL, an adhesion molecule mediating the leukocyte trafficking from bloodstream to inflamed sites [@B38], [@B39], was quantitatively analyzed using PRM, resulting in a similar pattern to shotgun proteomics ([Additional File 6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S6). Compared to healthy, it constantly stayed at a much higher level in untreated mice (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting the persistent accumulation of inflammatory cells within tumor, and supporting the chronic inflammation mentioned above. By contrast, SELL was significantly down-regulated and gradually reduced to the base level during the late time points post therapy (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This finding was consistent with the observed resolution of acute phase response in treated mice.

"Acute" interleukin-6 was induced by cryo-thermal therapy
---------------------------------------------------------

Next, we carried out a network analysis on these APPs using IPA. Interestingly, interleukin-6 was identified as the key upstream regulator of these proteins (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A), indicating its significant role in inducing acute phase response. To further confirm this assumption, first, IL-6 levels in serum and within tumor were examined via ELISA and RT-PCR. As a result, IL-6 in circulation maintained at a persistent high level in control mice relative to healthy and even extensively increased on the 11^th^ day (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). However, cryo-thermal therapy immediately stimulated a considerable expression of IL-6 in serum and within local tumor on the 1^st^ day, much stronger than mice untreated (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas started to decline on the 2^nd^ day and returned to a similar level as the healthy mice (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). These findings are consistent with the APPs expression profiles. Next, prior to its peak expression, we neutralized IL-6 with IL-6 antibody *in vivo*3 and 24 h post therapy. Serum was collected 2 days post therapy to examine the expression of APPs. Among APPs, ORM, APCS and HP are well documented in researches [@B40]-[@B42]. In addition, ORM1, ORM2 and ORM3 belong to the same family and ORM1 was identified with the most confident peptides in shotgun and PRM target proteomics compared to ORM2 and ORM3. In this case, ORM1, APCS and HP are selected. Western blot analysis showed that their expressions are significantly down-regulated after IL-6 neutralization (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). All these results indicated that "acute" activation of interleukin-6 was stimulated by cryo-thermal therapy, inducing the "acute" phase response.

"Acute" response could temper the Th2 immunosuppressive environment
-------------------------------------------------------------------

As described, with the accumulating tumor burden, the expression of APPs steeply raised to the most on the last day (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the most severity of chronic inflammation. Chronic inflammation is associated with immunosuppression in many tumors [@B43], predominately induced by tumor infiltrating Tregs to suppress effector T cells and prevent tumor against immune surveillance [@B44]. The interaction of ICOS /ICOSL can boost Tregs activation, proliferation, and survival [@B45]-[@B47]. In addition, ICOSL could trigger the expression of immunosuppressive Th2 cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13[@B48], [@B49]. Here, both shotgun proteomics discovery and PRM validation analysis revealed that ICOSL was significantly overexpressed during the late stage of tumor development, whereas it always stayed around the base line under "acute" response (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This observation suggested that the Th2 immunosuppression may be attenuated by the cryo-thermal therapy induced "acute" response and thus the activation of anti-tumor immunity was favored.

"Acute" response could elicit innate and Th1 adaptive anti-tumor immunity
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since "acute" is a remarkable profile of cryo-thermal therapy, which leads to the attenuation of immunosuppression, we then interested in how this "acute" signature could benefit the anti-tumor immunity. We further evaluated proteins significantly expressed in the timeframe of "acute" response (2^nd^to 5^th^ day post therapy) in shotgun proteomics. These proteins include CPB2, CTSL, C2, C8B, CFP, DPP4, MUP3, GRM7, VNN3 and VASN. Interestingly, among them, C2, C8B, CFP are involved in the activation of complement system; CTSL and DPP4 are responsible for T cell activation. All of them appear to regulate innate and adaptive immunity. Hence, we performed PRM target analysis to further examine these proteins. As a result, the significant expression of C2, C8B and CTSL, DPP4 were well in line with the shotgun proteomics (Table S6).

Particularly, C2 is the central regulator of classic and lectin complement pathways, and C8B is the component of terminal membrane attack complex (MAC) for cell lysis. These two proteins were reported to play critical roles in tumor cell clearance through phagocytosis and cell lysis, triggering innate immunity [@B50], [@B51]. In consistent, both proteins were shown being significantly up-regulated on the 5^th^ day after treatment and returned to the base line, which is in agreement with the "acute" response profile. On the other hand, under chronic inflammation in untreatedmice, these proteins were shown to stay around the base level (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). All these observations implied that "acute" phase response could re-activate the impaired complement system under chronic inflammation and benefit anti-tumor innate immunity.

In addition, CTSL was also observed up-regulated on the 5^th^ day after therapy (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). CTSL plays important roles in antigen processing and maturation of antigen presenting cells (APCs) [@B52]. Such up-regulation suggested a possible maturation of APCs (like dendritic cells). Therefore, we performed flow cytometry to examine the maturation of dendritic cells in spleens of treated mice. As a result, matured DCs (CD11c^+^CD86^+^MHCII^+^) showed a significant increase on the 3^rd^ day after therapy and was even higher on the 5^th^ day, while it remained at a relative low level in the untreated mice (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A).

Concomitant with the "acute" response, DPP4 (known as CD26), with a soluble form in circulating system [@B53], was also shown up-regulated on the 2^nd^ day after therapy and returned to the base level afterwards (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). CD26 is a maker of T cell activation which is highly expressed in the activated and antigen-reactive memory T cells. CD26^high^ T cell could produce T-helper 1 (Th1) cytokines to elicit type-1 anti-tumor response (CD4^+^CD26^+^T cell) or exert cytotoxic T lymphocyte activity (CD8^+^CD26^+^T cell) [@B54]-[@B56]. The up-regulation of CD26 on the 2^nd^ day suggested that more T memory cells were activated and proliferated upon "acute" response. To further confirm this suggestion, we performed flow cytometric analysis upon lymphocytes isolated from splenocytes 2 days post therapy. As a result, we found a strikingly increased percentage of CD4^+^CD26^+^ T cell (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B) as compared to that of untreated mice. Therefore, these results confirmed that more CD4^+^ memory T cells were activated and proliferated upon "acute" response. By this manner, these cells could potentially serve as Th1 cells to initiate and amplify the adaptive immunity against tumor.

Since we observed the maturation of DCs and proliferation of Th1 memory T cells, we next examined the secretion of Th1 cytokines (IL-12 and IFN-γ) to further investigate whether protective Th1 adaptive immunity was activated under "acute" response. IL-12, naturally produced by dendritic cells, is important in directing the development of Th1 cells [@B57]. The source of IFN-γ is restricted to CD4^+^ Th1 cells, once antigen-specific immunity develops [@B58]. Hence, we examined their splenic expression on the 3^rd^ day post therapy using RT-PCR. As shown in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, both IL-12 and IFN-γ exhibited the highest expression after the therapy, while in the untreated mice, their expression were inhibited compared to both healthy and treated mice. Therefore, the protective T helper type 1 immune response appeared to be activated after the therapy.

In summary, we suggested that "acute" response could elicit innate and Th1 adaptive immunity, reversing the tumor-mediated immunosuppressive environment toward an anti-tumor hub.

"Acute" environment could benefit the upregulation of tumor metastatic inhibitory proteins
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the strongly stimulated "acute" response by cryo-thermal therapy, tumor metastasis inhibition was also observed (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). We then ask how such "acute" environment affects tumor metastasis. Here, tumor associated proteins significantly changed in shotgun proteomics (CST6, DKK3, NAPSA, A1BG) were targeted using PRM. Another protein sLIFR, exhibiting a non-significant but high level after therapy in shotgun analysis, was also included for PRM analysis due to its role in tumor progression ([Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S7). By PRM, all proteins were shown up-regulated during the late stage post therapy (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A, [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S6B). Notably, CST6 was reported as the inhibitor of CTSL [@B59], which is a lysosome protease and could be secreted to extracellular space to enhance tumor invasion and metastasis [@B60]. Hence, we also targeted CTSL in PRM and found its down-regulation post therapy, which is opposite to the pattern of CST6 (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A).

Among them, CST6 and DKK3 are well accepted tumor suppressor proteins [@B61]-[@B63]; soluble LIFR and NAPSA were reported with capability to arrest tumor growth and metastasis [@B64]; although A1BG shows controversial profiles in different cancers [@B65]-[@B68], it does associate with tumor progression. Interestingly, all of these up-regulated proteins localized in the extracellular space. Taken together, we proposed that the cryo-thermal therapy induced "acute" environment stimulates the expression of tumor progression and metastatic inhibitory proteins and further augment their secretion from host cells to circulation, which counteract the negative impact of chronic inflammation on cancer malignance and prevent tumor metastasis.

"Acute" response induced anti-tumor activity ended up with the recovery of host physiology
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is well accepted that excessive and uncontrolled inflammatory mediators would cause organ failure. In untreated mice, lung swelling was accompanied by the increasing tumor metastasis, indicating its disordered function. However, the lung size was similar to normal in post therapy mice (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). In our shotgun proteomics analysis, we found a significant up-regulation of MFAP4 protein on the last day after therapy. MFAP4 was related to elastogenesis in lung. Deficiency of MFAP4 in mice was shown to develop a spontaneous loss of lung function [@B69], [@B70]. Therefore, we carried out PRM analysis on MFAP4 for further evaluation. As a result, MFAP4 was consistently expressed at a low level and decreased over time in response to tumor burden, while up-regulated and returned to the base line (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B) post therapy, which is generally consistent with shotgun proteomics results (Table S6). Therefore, the malfunction of lung upon tumor progression could be reversed by the cryo-thermal therapy under a mechanism of the anti-tumor activity mediated by the "acute" response.

In addition, chronic inflammation could result in changes of lipid metabolism and decreased gluconeogenesis [@B71]. Hence, significant proteins associated with glucose and lipid metabolism were examined using PRM. These proteins are MUPs, MGAM and PON1 (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B, [Additional File 7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S6C). Similar to that in the shotgun proteomics analysis ([Additional File 6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S6), these proteins were shown to remain at low levels and decreased over time under chronic environment. However, they were increased to the normal level after cryo-thermal therapy. Overall, it is suggested that the metabolism was distorted during tumor progression, while it could successfully be restored under "acute" environment.

The strongest and unique "acute" environment induced by cryo-thermal therapy stimulated the most effective anti-tumor immune response
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, "acute\' environment is suggested to be the key driver to switch tumor microenvironment from immunosuppressive to immunostimulatory state. In addition, the combination of cryo/hyperthermia showed prolonged survival rate and reduced metastasis compared with cryotherapy or hyperthermia alone. In this case, we are interested in the "acute" profile in different therapeutics and the relationship with anti-tumor immunity. First, we compared the expression of three well documented APPs (ORM1, APCS and HP) [@B40]-[@B42] in serum 2 days post different treatments on tumors, which are 1) cryo-thermal therapy, 2) cryotherapy, 3) hyperthermia and 4) control without treatment. Western blot analysis showed that cryo-thermal therapy induced the strongest acute response as indicated by the highest expression of selected APPs (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). As described above, "acute" response could lead to DC maturation and Th1 adaptive immune response in early stage. To better compare the immunological effect stimulated by "acute" response, we next tested the adaptive immune response in later stage. As a result, cryo-thermal therapy elicited a significant protective immune response with the most accumulated CD8^+^ and CD4^+^ T lymphocytes in spleen 14 days post treatment (Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}A, 13B). In addition, the immunosuppressive state was most inhibited indicated by the maximally reduced MDSC (Gr1^+^CD11b^+^) (Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}C). These findings suggested that as a combination of cryo/hyperthermia, cryo-thermal therapy established the strongest "acute" environment, which could benefit the stimulation of the most pronounced anti-tumor adaptive immune response.

Moreover, to delineate the \"unique\" immunological effect of cryo-thermal therapy on tumor tissues, we further examined the "acute" profile and corresponding immune response in heathy mice under this specific therapy. As shown, cryo-thermal on healthy mice (N+A) induced "acute" response; however, such "acute" pattern was much weaker than that applied on tumors (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). We assumed that the "danger" signal released from tumors could boost the host "acute" inflammation. In addition, cryo-thermal therapy induced the most pronounced protective T lymphocyte response on tumors, whereas it was not changed much in healthy mice, regardless of treatment or not, indicating that such immune response was not effectively stimulated without the presence of antigen released from tumors (Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}A, 13B). As shown, MDSC, with remarkable immunosuppressive abilities in cancer, was largely reduced after cryo-thermal therapy on tumors; however, it was induced under "acute" response in healthy mice, which could quickly differentiate into mature myeloid cells predominantly participating in innate immune response, while have a minimal impact on the adaptive immune response [@B72] (Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"} C).

Taken together, we concluded that cryo-thermal therapy has a better immunological effect over cryo/hyperthermia alone and such effect was unique on tumors.

Discussion
==========

Metastatic breast cancer remains a big challenge in clinical practice. Based on thermal therapeutic strategy, we previously developed the cryo-thermal therapy as an energy-based cancer intervention. This strategy has shown a good therapeutic efficacy with prolonged lifespan and reduced metastasis (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this study, serum glycoproteome comparison using shotgun proteomics analysis followed by PRM target validation was carried out to dissect the distinct protein profiles between treated and untreated mice on multiple samples (94) and time points (8), in order to better understand the molecular mechanism of the anti-tumor activity on a system-wide view. In general, targeted proteins exhibited consistent significant expression with that in shotgun proteomics, to some extent, the enhanced sensitivity and selectivity of PRM assay provides better quantitative information for some proteins, such as ORM1, ORM3, APCS, ITIH3, PRG4, SELL, MUP3, MGAM and MFAP4. More importantly, such high throughput target proteomics allowed us to validate proteins on a large scale (multiple samples and proteins), which was not suitable using traditional approaches such as western blot and ELISA, due to limitations from time-consuming and antibody dependence.

In this study, we found that "acute" response was strongly induced by cryo-thermal therapy with "acute" and high expression of a series of acute phase proteins and consequently reverse the tumor chronic pro-tumorigenic environment. "Acute\' response is generally occurred as an immediate and evident inflammation in response to stress. In tumor progress, chronic environment is often induced with little visible inflammatory reaction, whereas it becomes apparent and severe upon extensive tumor expansion [@B73]. As the critical upstream regulator of acute response, IL-6 was also identified with an "acute" profile in our study, whose reduced level decreased the magnitude of "acute" response. Previously, "acute" IL-6 induced by adipose-derived stromal/stem cells has been proved to mediate the good therapeutic effects in acute lung injury [@B74]. In addition, fever-range thermal stress induced "acute" activation of IL-6 has been indicated with anti-tumor activity through boosting T lymphocyte trafficking [@B75]-[@B77] and amplifying the killing cytotoxic effector of CD8^+^ effector T cells toward tumor cells [@B78]. However, the sustained elevated IL-6 concentration in circulating has been observed in numerous cancers and is a prognostic indicator of poor outcome [@B79]-[@B81]. Hence we hypothesized that "acute" IL-6 induced "acute" response plays a key role in anti-tumor activity.

In this study, we proposed a model that IL-6 induced "acute" response could mediate anti-tumor activity in three aspects, which could interact with each other and result in the good therapeutic efficacy. They are 1) Th2 immunosuppressive response breaking, shifting pro-tumorigenic phenotype toward 2) tumoricidal innate and Th1 adaptive immunity activation and 3) up-regulation of tumor progression and metastatic inhibitors. The details were described below (Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}).

Cryo-thermal therapy, by applying through rapid freezing followed by heating, would result in severe thermal and mechanical stresses to local tumor. The severe stress could thus stimulate a rapid and vast generation of IL-6 through macrophages influx. Such "acute" activation of IL-6 rapidly induces the "acute" phase response, generating an "acute" microenvironment, and disrupting the chronic inflammation in tumor site. Such "acute" microenvironment restricts the expression of ICOSL around the baseline, well controlling the Th2 immunosuppressive response (like Tregs, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13) induced by chronic environment and favoring a protective immunity hub. Under this "acute" environment, acute phase proteins (APPs) are up-regulated, facilitating the phagocytosis of tumor cells and clearance of injurious agents through opsonisation or secreted pathogen recognition receptors [@B36], [@B82]. In addition, complement system is also activated, further improving the clearance of damaged tumor cells through phagocytosis, and facilitating the lysis of invading tumor cells via the formation of the terminal membrane attack complex (MAC) [@B83] to release the metastatic risk. By such manner, anti-tumor innate immunity is initiated. Subsequently, complement system could drive the innate toward adaptive immunity to promote the anti-tumor immune response. It has been shown that its products, such as anaphylatoxins (C3a, C5a) [@B84], [@B85], C1q and C3 fragment [@B86]-[@B88] can directly induce dendritic cells (DCs) maturation and promote the development of effector T cells. This is in line with our observation that CTSL was up-regulated and more DCs were maturated on the similar day to complement system activation (3^rd^ and 5^th^ day). In addition, it has been reported that "acute" IL-6 could limit the activity of virus-specific Tregs, thereby facilitating the activity of virus-specific memory CD4^+^ T cells[@B89]. Consistently, in our study, an increased number of CD26^+^CD4^+^ memory T lymphocytes were activated and proliferated accompanied by the "acute" response, favoring the Th1 anti-tumor adaptive immunity. To be noted, in our study, activated memory T cells appeared a bit earlier than the matured DCs augmentation (2^nd^ day vs 3^rd^ day). In fact, memory T cells have lower need of MHC-peptide for activation than naïve T cells and response more fast and robust [@B90]. Such rapid response allows memory T to attack the tumor cells as early as possible. Furthermore, DC producing IL-12 contributes to the development of Th1 that generates high amount of IFN-γ to further promote Th1 polarization, while suppressing Th2 cell differentiation, favoring the protective Th1 adaptive immune response. Notably, "acute" response started to resolve with reduced production of IL-6, declined expression of APPs on 2^nd^ day and less leukocyte trafficking. Such resolution is critical, not only to maintain the homeostasis of hostile environment, but also bridge the gap between innate and adaptive immunity for the optimal development of adaptive immunity [@B91].

What\'s more, "acute" micro-environment activated the secretion of tumor progression and metastatic inhibitory proteins by host cells to reduce metastasis. Finally, with the struggle of above three aspects, "acute" response induced by cryo-thermal therapy switches the Th2 immunosuppressive, pro-tumorigenic environment to a Th1 immunostimulatory, tumoricidal phenotype, protecting the host from accumulated tumor burden, reducing metastasis and recovering the host metabolism in the end.

To be noted, APPs studied in our work are relative high abundant proteins, which benefit their identification and quantification in cryo-thermal therapy and other biological events, like in cryotherapy or hyperthermia treatment of cancer. However, their "acute" profiles are markedly different. Cryo-thermal therapy induced the strongest "acute" response and elicited the most pronounced immunological effect compared to cryotherapy and hyperthermia alone. Moreover, cryo-thermal therapy on healthy tissue induced weaker "acute" response and failed to stimulate effective immunological effect compared with tumors. In this case, we suggested that the magnitude of "acute" and the release of "danger" signals play a key role in determining the efficacy of anti-tumor immunity.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, using comprehensive discovery proteomics analysis followed by target proteomics validation at a large scale sample size, we performed a system-based high throughput analysis to better understand the biological response induced by cryo-thermal therapy and reveal the stimulation of tumor-specific immunity at the molecular level. The cryo-thermal therapy induced strongest "acute" response helped boost systematic anti-tumor immune response in the host for a stronger immunogenicity environment, which enabled more effective cure of metastatic tumor.
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![**The schematic graph of cryo-thermal therapy using murine breast tumor model and the therapeutic efficacy.** (A) Balb/c female mice were s.c. injected with 5×10^5^ 4T1 cells and received treatment after 3 weeks. (B) Kaplan-Meier survival curve. Survival curves were compared using log-rank tests. \*\*\*p\<0.0001. (C) Tumor growth curves. (D) Cryo-thermal therapy could effectively inhibit or reduce tumor metastasis to lung. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni correction. n=14 per group.](thnov06p0773g001){#F1}

![**Proteomics analysis of serum glycoproteins from treated and untreated mice.**21 days after cell injection, mice underwent cryo-thermal or no treatment as control. Afterwards, mice were kept for another 2 h, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 21 and 28 days. For shotgun proteomics, serum were collected and pooled under each condition. After protein denaturation, reduction and alkylation, pooled sera were then digested to peptides. Subsequently, glycopeptides were captured by the hydrazide solid phase and cleaved by PNGase F enzyme. The released N-glycosylated peptides were than labeled with 8-plex iTRAQ reagent and mixed for subsequent off-gel pre-fractionation. N-glycosylated peptides extracted from healthy mice were labeled as the global reference. Each fraction was then subjected to LC-MS/MS for protein identification and quantification. Database search and analysis were performed in TPP and significant candidates were verified using quantitative PRM method for target analysis.](thnov06p0773g002){#F2}

![**Proteomics identification and quantification.** (A) The overlap of glycoproteins identified and quantified in three groups. (B) The estimated protein concentration in serum for those identified proteins, spanning 7 orders of magnitude.](thnov06p0773g003){#F3}

![**Quantitative time course measurement of induced proteome changes.** (A) The unsupervised hierarchical clustering of significant proteins\' changes over time course. The dendrogram generated represents the clustering of proteins (a-d). Biological process enrichment is based on IPA functional annotation. (B) The schematic graph of systematic response regulated in a time resolved pattern. Arrows in red represented proteins up-regulated, while in green are proteins down-regulated or in dysregulation.](thnov06p0773g004){#F4}

![**Time course verification of proteins associated with acute phase response and leukocyte activity using parallel reaction monitoring.** Individual peptide\'s abundance was used as a proxy of protein\'s abundance. Peptide\'s abundance in mice treated and untreated was divided by its corresponding partner in healthy mice and plot over time. The dash line represents the protein expression level in healthy mice. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni correction. n=5\~6 for each condition, except that on the 28^th^ day, only 3 mice left in the control group.](thnov06p0773g005){#F5}

![**IL-6 was elevated in serum and local tumor site in a short time after therapy.**(A) IL-6 was identified as the upstream regulator of acute phase proteins. (B) The amount of IL-6 in serum was measured by ELISA. (C) The expression of IL-6 within tumors was examined with RT-PCR. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*p \< 0.01, by (B) two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni correction; n=3 with two replicates assay. (C) Student t test. Triple replicates assay.](thnov06p0773g006){#F6}

![**The expression of three acute phase proteins after IL-6 neutralization.**Mice were injected intraperitoneally with mouse anti-IL-6 Ab 3 and 24 h post cryo-thermal therapy and sacrificed on the 2^nd^ day. Serum was collected for western blot analysis. Protein amount was evaluated and visualized with Ponceau S. Blots were evaluated with Quantity One 1-D. Results are expressed as relative pixel intensity normalized with control group. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by student t test. n=3 with three technical replicates.](thnov06p0773g007){#F7}

![**Time course verification of proteins associated with complement system and adaptive immunity using parallel reaction monitoring.** The dash line represents the protein expression level in healthy mice. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni correction. n=5\~6 for each condition, except that on the 28^th^ day, only 3 mice left in the control group.](thnov06p0773g008){#F8}

![**The maturation of DCs and activation of CD4^+^CD26^+^ T cells.**(A) The percentage of CD86^+^MHCII^+^ DCs, gated on CD11c^+^. Lymphocytes were isolated from spleens 1 day, 3 dayand 5 day post therapy and stained with the following Abs: anti-mouse-CD11c, anti-mouse- MHCII and anti-mouse-CD86. (B) The percentage of CD26^+^ T cells gated on CD3^+^CD4^+^. Lymphocytes were isolated from spleen on the 2^nd^ day post therapy and stained with the following Abs: anti-mouse-CD3, anti-mouse-CD4 and anti-mouse-CD26. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001, by student t test, n=3.](thnov06p0773g009){#F9}

![**The secretion of Th1 cytokines on the 3^rd^ post therapy.**Spleens were extracted on the 3^rd^ post therapy and the expression of IL-12 and IFN-γ were examined by RT-PCR. (A) The expression of IL-12. (B) The expression of IFN-γ. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by student t test. Triple replicates assay.](thnov06p0773g010){#F10}

![**Time course verification of proteins associated with tumor progression and metabolism using parallel reaction monitoring.** The dash line represents the protein expression level in healthy mice. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni correction. n=5\~6 for each condition, except that on the 28^th^ day, only 3 mice left in the control group.](thnov06p0773g011){#F11}

![**The expression of acute phase proteins through different energy-based therapeutics applied on tumors and healthy mice.**Tumor bearing mice were treated with 1) cryo-thermal therapy, 2) cryotherapy, 3) hyperthermia and 4) control (no treatment). Healthy mice with and without cryo-thermal were set as another controls. 2 days post therapy, serum was collected for western blot analysis. Protein amount was evaluated and visualized with Ponceau S. Blots were evaluated with Quantity One 1-D. Results are expressed as relative pixel intensity normalized with healthy group. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by one way ANOVA with Dunnett\'s test and each group was compared with cryo-thermal therapy. Healthy mice with and without treatment were analyzed by student t test. n=3 with three technical replicates.](thnov06p0773g012){#F12}

![**The protective adaptive immune response and immunosuppression arising from different energy-based therapeutics applied on tumors and healthy mice.** Tumor bearing mice were treated with 1) cryo-thermal therapy, 2) cryotherapy, 3) hyperthermia and 4) control (no treatment). Healthy mice with and without cryo-thermal were set as another controls. Lymphocytes were isolated from spleens 14 days post therapy. (A) The percentage of CD3^+^CD4^+^ T lymphocytes. (B) The percentage of CD3^+^CD8^+^ cytotoxic T lymphocytes. (C) The percentage of Gr1^+^CD11b^+^ MDSC cells. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 by one way ANOVA with Dunnett\'s test and each group was compared with cryo-thermal therapy. Healthy mice with and without treatment were analyzed by student t test. n=3.](thnov06p0773g013){#F13}

![**The schematic graph of "acute" response mediated anti-tumor activity induced by cryo-thermal therapy.** The cryo-thermal therapy performed by rapid switch between freezing and heating causes a severe thermal and mechanical stresses to local tumor, leading a rapid and vast generation of IL-6 by macrophage influx. The "acute" IL-6 induced "acute" response could mediate anti-tumor activity in three aspects, which could interact with each other and enhance the anti-tumor effect. They are 1) Th2 immunosuppression breaking, 2) driving anti-tumor innate and Th1 adaptive immunity activation, characterized by complement system activation, more matured DCs and CD4+ memory T cell accumulation, as well as the secretion of Th1 cytokines to promote the differentiation of naïve T cells to Th1 cells, and 3) up-regulation of tumor progression and metastatic inhibitory proteins. In addition, "acute" resolution is critical, not only to maintain the homeostasis of hostile environment, but also bridge the gap between innate and adaptive immunity for the optimal development of adaptive immunity. Finally, "acute" response mediated anti-tumor activity leads to the recovered liver metabolism and normal physiological function. In addition, tumor recurrence is reduced and metastasis is inhibited. Proteins in red are up-regulated, green are down-regulated.](thnov06p0773g014){#F14}
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